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The first meeting of the New Year began with 
more information concerning our group and 
previous past life connections. This first 
communication was through Sarah: 
How nice it is to be back with my fellow 
followers. We have been together before. We 
have been in the same tribe together. I was the 
chief and we were in a community of many 
tribes. We were self-sufficient, but without the 
other tribes we would not have been able to 
cope. Each tribe contributed something to the 
overall welfare of us Indians and you may be 
somewhat interested to know that the main task 
of our community was clothing—we needed to 
hunt and use the skins and the feathers for our 
costumes. 
The community was of course mixed in ages and 
this group was also of mixed ages. I was the 
oldest of you all by a big margin and the 
youngest of you all was the lady who has a 
problem with her eyes. (Margaret) She was but a 
baby and was very capable of letting us all know 
that she was there. The youngest of the men 
was a teenager and this was the other lady who 
leads this group. (Lilian) The youngest of the girls 
was a young lady and she still is. (Sara) The 
grandmother, if you like to call it that, although 
at this time this grandmother was very young in 
comparison to grandmothers today, was the tall 
gentleman. (Graham) And her husband was the 
other gentleman. (George) So, you see that you 
two gentlemen here this evening have been 
related before. This lady, (Sarah) was an 
important young man who was deemed to take 
my place in times to come, but this was not to 
be, because he was killed on a hunting 
expedition. So his life was taken a little sooner 
than we had expected. So, the lady, (Eileen) who 
is not speaking at the moment—but I would like 
just to tell you that she will be speaking in a 
short time—she was the one who communicated 
with Spirit. She was the one you all turned to in 
times of trouble and she was what perhaps you 
might call today, an agony aunt. So, you can see 
that you have all worked together and it is my 
pleasure to be back with you once more after so 
many of your earthly years. 
We were known as ‘Gor-rukka Tribe’ and the 
overall group of the many tribes together was 

called ‘Baa-Ba’. I am trying to give you a time 
when we were on this Earth planet, but it was 
not something we talked of in that period. It was 
a time before your civilization and I would 
perhaps say it was around the time of what you 
might call your Christ. 
There are many of us, what you term Indians 
who are still grouped together in Spirit. Many of 
us still work together and I know when you 
return you will be able to re-meet many of those 
who you have already known and I am one of 
those who now help any who wish to meet 
together, to act as an intermediary if there is 
any problem meeting together and if you, when 
your time comes, wish to meet together I am 
sure I will be there for you as a welcoming face. 
You will know me and the name will not be 
necessary, but if you wish for a name I can give 
you the ‘Grand Mancha’. There will be instant 
recognition. And now I leave the other lady to 
bring to you one other. 
One followed through Eileen: 
Please to retreat a little further back. I come to 
you only because I have been asked to. Before 
you ask, I am Natashi Wa. I also belong to Indian 
race but I have no name—I belong as a child of 
the Great Spirit. I embrace all of my fellow men; 
I am happy to embrace them all within this love 
with which I feel from that Great Spirit in the 
sky. My name was given to me from that Great 
Spirit. ‘Nahashi Wa’ mean: small body, great 
Spirit. So, therefore, you can understand why I 
feel this great love for all of mankind. Even 
today I come within your realms to embrace and 
to bring comfort to those who are in need. I feel 
love which emanates from each one of you and 
let me say that I too enjoy the feeling of great 
love from another human being. It is almost 
tangible when I return to these realms. 
Therefore I, Natasha Wa, will leave you and 
leave you with great love.  
 


